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INTRODUCTION 

 
During the months of September and October, I facilitated meetings with staff, 

community members, groups with particular interests, the PSU college of education, 
and others. Of particular note was my time with students. It was inspirational to engage 
with such insightful, future-focused teenagers. This report features their comments.  

This report presents a comprehensive, yet condensed version of the discussions in the 

stakeholder meetings. You will notice a broad diversity of opinions in the report. I made 
every attempt to capture the comments and themes provided to me, whether in the 
group settings or those submitted in writing.    

Why the focus groups?  

1. The sessions provided an opportunity for everyone to be heard. I announced at 

every meeting that everyone’s opinions would be presented to the Board of 
School Directors. I have had more than a few individuals approach me after the 
meetings to express their appreciation for the board’s decision to have these 

focus groups, with the hope that they will continue.      
2. The sessions were designed to capture the challenges, issues and needs facing 

the district (as perceived by various groups), as well as the existing strengths of 

SCASD. The results are more subjective/qualitative than quantitative.   
3. The results were matched with the surveys, and used to develop interview 

questions and assess candidates. This information will also be used to develop 

future goals. This report outlines many themes that, if applied strategically, will 
impact the district’s growth and improvement process moving forward.     

After conducting many focus groups in school districts throughout Pennsylvania, there 
remains no question in my mind that the position of superintendent in SCASD is a 

particularly challenging (and potentially exciting) assignment, given the existing and 
future demands facing the district, as well as the passionate diversity of thought within 
the school community.  

Many of the strengths listed are also areas that are a ‘work in progress’ so to speak.  In 

fact, it was rather quickly noted at times that continued work needed to be done in a 
particular area for that identified strength to become a permanent part of the district’s 
culture and operations. An area of identified strength does not necessarily mean that all 

stakeholders agree (or have the same experiences). This also applies to the listed 
challenges.  

The position of superintendent in today’s high achieving schools is simply too complex 

for one person to be the answer to all challenges facing the district. The person needs 
to be a catalyst, and a ‘curator’ of resources -- one who knows how to capture the best 
strategic thinking, educational resources, and impactful initiatives that are embedded 

into the cultures of top school districts -- then design and execute plans for continued 
change, growth and improvement.  

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Statements made (and listed in this report) do not necessarily indicate the 
issue is not being addressed, or that the statement is entirely factual. Rather, statements 
from stakeholders may indicate a good faith attempt to identify an issue that (from their 
perspective) needs attention.   Also, the issue identified may be under development, and/or 
should be seen through the lens of the district’s future growth and improvement.    
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LEVERAGING STAKEHOLDER INPUT TO BECOME ‘BEST IN CLASS’ 

“With our resources, we are positioned to reach the top of virtually every educational and 
organizational statistic in PA.  Not simply to say we are ‘at the top’, but because it’s THAT GOAL that 
marshals the organizational will to serve every student at elite levels.”  – STAKEHOLDER COMMENT  

 
Do you want to become among the best school districts in PA? --  
Then a critical reason for conducting the stakeholder conversations -- in addition to 

identifying issues in the development of interview questions and assessing candidates – 
is to prepare for the future of the State College Area SD. Having said this, all of the 
work collecting this information is vulnerable to being forgotten, unless the information 

collected is consistently in front of the board and administration as part of its ongoing 
governance and leadership responsibilities. This is the primary pathway to leveraging 
this data in a way that impacts district plans, organizational goals, resource allocations, 

curriculum and pedagogy, and continued dialogue and communication with 
stakeholders. This takes constant effort – especially in State College – as the district 
continues to engage with an educated and deeply invested and diverse school 

community.      
 
GOVERNANCE 

Also important to the analysis of the stakeholder comments is clarifying the respective 
roles of the board and superintendent in governing and leading the district. Boards in 
high achieving districts openly discuss and debate issues, then develop plans and goals 

benchmarked against best in class districts. In order to maintain organizational 
discipline – and avoid drift and sidetracking – districts must understand the shifting 
landscape facing education, public policy changes, community-based agendas, and the 

institutional ‘fog’ that can overcome organizations at times. Communication, 
engagement and transparency are words used frequently in public education today – 
often with the desire to continuously improve these modalities.  Of particular note are 

the words and insights of the students of the district. They have strong feelings about 
creating a culture of shared, core values. I have included their words in their entirety in 

this report. It is my assessment that their words should serve as the foundation for the 
future of SCASD.     
 

EVALUATION PROCESS 
With new leadership, a renewed look at the evaluation process is a worthwhile 
undertaking for the ‘team of 10’. The superintendent evaluation process has been a 

point of frustration with school boards. That’s why evaluations must be conducted with 
rigor and thoroughness. This involves employing sufficient focus on how standards, 
goals and expectations (sometimes conflicting) are developed and understood – which 

will also reconcile long-term strategic planning with short term (and at times urgent) 
realities. The process will involve a focus on the job description, identifying a limited 
number of district level objectives that are measurable, ongoing progress monitoring, 

formative and summative assessments, and other measures critical to creating 
organizational alignment. The stakeholder comments will certainly inform this process.   
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A MESSAGE FROM THE STUDENTS OF SCASD 

“The next superintendent should bring a group of students together to serve as your leaders and your 
ambassadors, that can connect with ALL the students in the district.  We got this!” – STUDENTS  

These students displayed excellence. Their comments were thoughtful, candid, and 

diverse in their viewpoints. They treated each other with respect, and modeled an 
accepting environment. These students were uniquely insightful in other ways, including 
how the student ‘voice’ could add significant value to the direction of the district. Note: 

Statements made do not necessarily indicate the issue is not being addressed. Rather, 
statements should be seen through the lens of the district’s future growth and 
improvement.    

 

WHAT IS ONE WORD THAT SHOULD DESCRIBE THE NEXT LEADERS OF SCASD?  

Resilient | Trustworthy | Easy to connect with | Equity driven | Communicator  
Considerate | Committed | Accountable | Passionate | Interactive | Transparent 
Consistent | Respectful | Responsible | Flexible | Courageous | Humble | Disciplined 

 

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE REAL STRENGTHS OF SCASD?   

Nice facilities | Student opportunities | Student encouragement to succeed  
Good learning environment | High expectations and high support | Many courses you 
can take | Caring faculty and staff | Inclusive — still a lot to work on | Counseling 

services | We strive to improve as systems and people. 
 

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN SCASD?   

More diversity in staff | Priority should be learning rather than overemphasis on gender 
equity issues | More support for CTC | More support for life after HS | More promotion 
of student tutoring | Bring back free lunches | Mental and emotional health of kids 

should be addressed more aggressively | School spirit and morale is down | We are so 
big that events can actually divide students rather than bring them together (COVID 
and quarantine did NOT help) | Too many kids don’t feel attached to the school | We 

often go into things set up by the school expecting to hate it | We focus too much on 
our differences rather than our similarities | Political divisions seeping into the school 
culture with kids and families | Kids see the admin. as ‘other’ so kids can have a rather 

detached attitude | Some initiatives in the district seem to be more for ‘image and 
show’ (performative) rather than a genuine care for kids | More support for kids to 
connect with other kids and staff/admin | Equitable access to academic and 

extracurriculars, esp. gifted | Some kids have easier access to some things, which 
creates a disparate learning environment.  

 

WHAT QUALITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN THE NEXT SUPERINTENDENT?    

More funding for CTC | More genuine and hands on | Need to see the person more — so 

they can demonstrate their genuine involvement in school activities | More time off 
from academics do students can connect more with others | One who can represent the 
WHOLE student body | Not afraid to make radical change and act on student concerns | 

Listen and represent kids and their parents — and faculty | HEAR EVERYONE | Knows 
State College | Bring everyone together | Genuinely cares about us, not above us | Be 
willing to change for the better if evidence leads in that direction | Experienced in 

conflict and addressing mental health issues — and the other big issues we are facing | 
Follows through on action rather than just talking about it | A level of transparency | 
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Things happen and decisions are made without really knowing the logic behind it | And 
when we make complaints, we don’t often hear what happened | Someone who can 

close those loops. Explain if can’t do something.  And can students help find other 
solutions | Be transparent and truthful with us | Be very specific and direct in 
communication — and how decisions are made | Get connected with kids before they 

get to the HS | Have students interests at heart | Have the right interests at heart, so 
when so many competing agendas are coming his/her way they can prioritize the 
student | Student voice in as many things as possible | Reshape education so it upholds 

knowledge based acquisition, not only knowledge based memorization.  
 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE DISTRICT DESCRIBED 5 YEARS FROM NOW?    

Place that is welcoming and happy and prepares us well rather than just academics |  
All connected and interacting with each other | Prepares all kids to be set up for a 

successful future | Kids want to come to school | Kids can have fun at school — 
welcoming for all | Place where mental health is focused on — not a taboo subject | 
Place where people want to be | Staff and faculty are caring and kind — and students 

have the best opportunity to succeed | All members put equity as main focus of how 
they work through things | Globally minded, future ready, front runner on inclusivity | 
Student voices heard and acted upon | Teachers that genuinely care about you as a 

person | All resources are used and promoted | People know they can go to somewhere 
for help | Interdependence between admin. and kids | Shared responsibility to help in 
developing leaders | Include students in leadership of building as appropriate. |  Ready 

to change based on kids needs | We have a good foundation here |  Build up to college 
so not so burnt out at end of our HS career 
 

OTHER NOTES   

Students and parents are a tough crowd here | They won’t stop until they get what they 

want | This person should always want to make change when needed | Open minded to 
all ideas | Being strategic - we have so many resources, how can they be leveraged in 
best possible way? | Get to know people, really help in making change happen | Build 

relationships | Bring together various groups that are systematic and strategic in the 
actions they take.  We have too many groups doing the same thing.  Bring them 
together — streamline this | Can’t please everyone with so many different viewpoints | 

Put reputation (ego) aside and do what is in the best interest of students | Admit when 
wrong, then update things that are outdated or that need to change | We are so 
focused on results we don’t have a grasp of process | Steps get missed when so goal 

oriented | Person ready to learn new things, learn SCASD.    
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WHAT ARE THE STRENGTHS OF SCASD?   

This is a condensed list that highlights the topics discussed in the focus group discussions.  
All strengths need to be continued and enhanced.  Several strengths are also listed as 

challenges later in the report. Important note:  Not ALL strengths enjoy universal agreement 
 

“There is an ongoing effort to provide the students of SCASD with virtually every opportunity 
possible.  We have a committed staff, access to incredible resources, and a community that genuinely 

cares about the success of students!”  – STAKEHOLDER COMMENT  

 
STRENGTH: STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES and ACADEMIC OFFERINGS    

• SCASD receives consistent recognition for its educational reputation. 

• SCASD has tremendous opportunities (academically and extra-curriculars).  
• Academic rigor was also consistently noted, especially (but not exclusively) for 

the college bound. The volume of courses – it is like a community college here.    

• We are openly encouraged to find opportunities for kids. We are rarely told ‘no.’  
  

STRENGTH: DELTA and CTC HIGHLIGHTED 

• We have a premier CTC that not seen as ‘lesser than’ other opportunities.  
• DELTA program.  A GEM!  Democratic citizenship and diverse ways to educate.    
• Individualized care of teachers is incredible; students are treated w/dignity.  

• The culture is inclusive, and DELTA highlights what is missing at SCASD HS.  

 

STRENGTH: HIGH QUALITY LEADERS, PROFESSIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF  

• Excellent teachers – genuinely committed to the growth of students.  
• Effective administrators with skill, experience and centered on culture/climate.  

o This is a major reason SCASD has a strong reputation.  
• Support staff cares deeply about the well-being of students. 
• They embrace a holistic view of serving students. 

o This includes social, emotional, academic, sense of belonging, etc.   
• There is support for professional growth, like attending conferences, etc.   

• A trusting relationship between association and leadership is evolving.  

STRENGTH: A SENSE OF COMMUNITY 

• We are a ‘small’ community that cares about families, even though big district.   
o Some participants felt the district has work to do to cultivate belonging.  

• Many parents are supportive, which creates a nice relationship with district.   
• There is desire for kids thriving all the way around, but more needs to be done.   

STRENGTH: ORGANIZATIONAL AGILITY, RESOURCES and FACILITIES  

• We adjust reasonably well (example:  Pandemic) to changing circumstances. 
• Many look to us, “How are you handling it?”  We are responsive to the 

community, and willing to make systemic adjustments (swapping start times).  

• SCASD is fiscally sound, w/sound budget processes & resource stewardship.  
• Connection to pedagogical resources at Penn State is appreciated.  

o Note:  There was encouragement to keep cultivating this, and an 

expressed need for advances in pedagogy to adjust to student needs.    

• Overall, excellent facilities. “When you visit the schools, notice the floors.  They are 
CLEAN. Visitors envy it when they walk in.” -- STAKEHOLDER COMMENT.   
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STRENGTH: EMBRACING DEIB:  DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION AND BELONGING 

This topic received considerable attention with most focus groups. A clear majority of 
those who participated in the discussions embraced DEIB. However, there were more 
‘nuanced’ opinions around its priority and the implementation process of DEIB, despite 

a general acknowledgement of the importance of such initiatives to creating a safe, 
welcoming environment for all.   
 

• The district receives high marks for good faith efforts to embrace DEIB.   
• SCASD was a leader among districts in committing an admin. position to DEIB.  

o Dr. Chatters was a strong advocate for equity issues districtwide, along 

with culturally responsive teaching and pedagogy.  
• SCASD also attempts in good faith to provide the resources, professional 

development and guidance/instruction necessary to address students with 

special needs and mental health challenges. Note:  This is also mentioned as a 
challenge later in the report.   

• SCASD has DEI as part of our strategic plan, which shows proactivity and a 

commitment to embedding best practices into all that we do.  
• We have a wide range of students with many needs (academically, culturally, 

etc.), and an obligation to accommodate them -- LGBTQ, ELL, etc.   

o We aim to be a welcoming organization.   
• The district strives to see the student as a whole child, in the attempt to be 

responsive to the child’s academic, social, emotional and special needs.   

• Children with IEP – district is responsive. 
o Note:  This issue is also addressed as a challenge.       

• Kindness, tolerance, sense of belonging for all students is appreciated.   

• SCASD needs to sustain (and continue to grow) the partnership with PSU.  
• This college is leading in equity pedagogy and culturally responsive work, when 

compared to other school districts.   

• Admin at SCASD should continue/renew commitments in equity pedagogy.  
• Flags in the lobby/pride flags. LGBTQ communities, the symbolism, etc.  

o Kids from other countries feel welcomed here as well. 

• There is intellectual freedom here, including what kids can read.  
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WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FACING SCASD? 

Important note:  Not ALL challenges listed have universal agreement 

 
CHALLENGE:  ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE   

• When looking at all the challenges listed below, there was a general sense 

among several stakeholder groups – across ideological and philosophical lines – 
that the district has work to do to recapture academic excellence for ALL 
students AND be rightfully placed among the best school districts in 

Pennsylvania.   

CHALLENGE:  DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, AND BELONGING    

This topic received considerable attention with most focus groups.  A clear majority of 
those who participated in the discussions embraced DEIB. However, there were more 

‘nuanced’ opinions around its priority and the implementation process of DEIB, despite 
a general acknowledgement of the importance of such initiatives to creating a safe, 

welcoming environment for all.   

 

o Many of our activities are still performative – flags, etc.  But not adequate 

professional development around it with teachers and administration. 
o Equity audit. You have to be interested and really seek things out to get 

answers. An equity advocate must attend meetings for information.   

o Schools must be a safe place for a child, not just accepting transgender students 
(for example) but rejecting hate and intolerance.  

o Communication should come in peoples’ native language.  We have more 

international students coming to SCASD -- we need more customization, and 
make sure we articulate why we are doing things, and our plan to serve them.   

o DEIB should not be politicized. These are not radical ideas, just good pedagogy. 

o Potential breakdown of democracy if people are silenced – how do you facilitate 
this without silencing either side? We need respectful conversation and dialogue. 

o All being heard – not an overamplification of some viewpoints. 

o Racism is not an opinion open for debate – it exists in SCASD.  
o Some felt we needed an outside candidate for this position. 
o This position will involve significant resistance – will need to be able to handle 

that (have a spine) – and not be afraid to make real change and sustain it.  
• Some argued implementation efforts are moving too quickly, with no intellectual 

guardrails, genuine transparency or discussion, and at a pace that you almost 
can’t keep up with. No respect for traditional perspectives/ideological viewpoints 

o They argue there should be more emphasis on innovation in education 

(technology, etc.) rather than being leading edge DEI.  Math, science, etc.  
• Faculty and staff training on DEI is extensive, sometimes to the detriment of 

training on other instructional topics also important to student learning.  

• Others argued we are not moving quickly enough. Much work to be done. Some 
real gaps (social and academic) around kids from marginalized populations, and 
more comprehensive efforts to close achievement gaps are needed now.  

o This needs to be addressed pedagogically and through the curriculum.  
• There currently exists a division among/within the staff on these issues 
• There was an emphasis on continued vigilance and strategic implementation 

around curricular, pedagogical, and culturally based practices related to 
diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.   
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• It was noted that we have too many incidents in the district involving race, and 
we need to be more purposeful in addressing them 

• Example:  Difference in punishment for minority students -- more severe.   

• “As a parent of a multiple disabled daughter, district is more about ablism and being 
successful and athletic.”      

• Don’t want DEIB slapped on curriculum. We want it to be district wide.  
o So baked in, you almost don’t know we were doing it.  
o This is who we are. Very inclusive.  

• Leader must broker solutions to the differences in beliefs/ideology.  
• There is a false dichotomy to be diverse vs. excellent.  You can clearly be both.   
• Need to synthesize, analyze, and encourage high level thinking skills.  

o We should not tell students what to think, but how to think.   
• If you raise a concern, should be received civilly and discussed intelligently.  

• Some feel very alienated, and alleged that some students (and faculty) were 

made to feel their religion and political views were under attack.   
• Not sure the Board cares about the 40% of us out here.    
o There should be a balance on increasing diversity of staff with focusing on other 

important matters like how students treat each other, and their wellbeing.     
o Need support all viewpoints. It feels like political ideology/indoctrination.  
o If someone has an issue with DEI, you’re shut down, so stop speaking.  

o Even kids. Some kids uncomfortable with ‘heaviness’ of things –        
o We have marginalized students not performing well.   

o We have same concern, different methods to getting there.   
o How is the district planning on closing performance gaps?  
• Flags from all different countries fly here.  

o Where kids from other places – feel like you belong.   
o You are welcomed here.   

• What is sometimes a racialized issue is positioned as socioeconomic.   

• Race is still highly correlated to school struggles – statistically speaking. 
• Should not have activities or major projects on high holidays.  
• Racial issues at the high school. Courageous in addressing issues rather than 

being reactive to them | School district might not be ready to handle this type of 
situation. Some are not always feeling safe. Racism still exists here. 

• Really need to be invested in all kids and their success -- we need evidence 

based practices in classroom. We want to see more people of color being hired. 
o This is hard when no one looks like you who is teaching or leading our 

district. We may have racial events that happen here, and then it seems 

to go away we need to keep these issues in front of us 
• Why send so many to the office with IEP‘s etc. no transparency in processes – 

o We need to be vigilant about bullying and harassment in the school 

culture.  Equity must embrace race AND gender.  
• We really need to sell the need to hire candidates of diversity. Not just as a 

token. Classroom education that needs to address multiple languages and texts 

across global perspectives in a range of topics.  
• For the faculty and staff, trainings should be open to community  

o Need to overcome false information about DEI topics, including things like 

restorative practices.   
o This divides staff; kids are re-educated/counseled if say something ‘traditional’.  
o There is SO MUCH else we need training on around pedagogy/teaching/ learning. 

o We are not as academic as we were 10 years ago — should get that back.  
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o Don’t prepare kids like used to. We need more systematized support for the 
marginalized and those with certain socioeconomic status.   

o There is a separation of parents from what is happening in the classroom.   
o Our opinions and thoughts, unless screaming about them, won’t be heard.    

o Real lack of transparency.  How policies hit ground in the ‘flesh’ needs clarified.   

• Need a Superintendent who sees DEI as foundational to education.   
o Go beyond saying nice things and implement them.   
o Large orgs like SCASD can take a while. We need urgency around this.   

• Not much value in inclusive policy and training without implementation.   
• The next super should have a record of dealing with conflict around these issues.   
• Lead w/studies and science that includes all people, not just the loudest.   

• See education in broadest terms. We are preparing future citizens!   

CHALLENGE:  HIRING MINORITY CANDIDATES FOR TEACHING/STAFF POSITIONS 

• SCASD must have a strategy (w/incentives) for diversifying faculty and staff.   

• Not everyone in the community feels welcomed and a part of the district.   
• A diverse teaching corps will improve academic achievement, graduation 

rates, college enrollment, etc. for all students, particularly students of color.  

• Workforce diversification truly impacts the students’ educational experience. 
 

CHALLENGE:  MORALE and ESPRIT DE CORPS IN FACULTY AND STAFF  

• School lacks spirit. There are divisions among faculty and staff. We need unity. 
We need a responsive leader and board that addresses our concerns. 

• We need a leader focused on academics with at least equal weight to DEI, and 

draws a direct ‘line of sight’ between the two to show the impact on students.  
• Next leader needs to collaborate with us. Make decisions with teachers.   
• Superintendent must seek advice from range of sources – and verify info.  

• Mental health of teachers is an issue.   

CHALLENGE:  VALUING TEACHER AUTONOMY and COLLABORATION   

• Support their growth, then allow faculty to teach. Collaborate with us.  

• Really develop critical thinkers with intellectual dexterity. This is a particularly 
important element of the district’s approach to diversity, equity and inclusion.    

• A leader who can create those connections and mentorships with PSU and other 

resources/think tanks, universities to mold current and future teachers.    
• Maintain our tradition of excellence in academics, athletics and the arts – and 

address areas that need to improve. Embrace feedback from teachers.   

CHALLENGE:  TRANSPARENCY and A CULTURE OF TRUST  

• Some in community felt more transparency was needed to be well informed, with 
proactive disclosures about agenda-centric curriculum that is accessible to all. 

• When things not known, the worst is assumed. Need to continue building trust.  
• We need a new way to communicate between school board and parents.  
• It seems parents need to be particularly proactive to obtain information.  

• Are we truly on the same page in the district on definitions of DEIB?   
• Clarity of terms and initiatives.  Where does the board stand?  
• Need policies and initiatives to be accessible through all technological means.    

o Culture of trust.  A lot of top down -- People can feel shut down.  
o Admin more visible in all classrooms so increased sense of trust/collaboration.  
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CHALLENGE:  SCHOOL SAFETY and STUDENT DISCIPLINE  

• The district seems to have a commitment to school safety with SRO’s. 

• A challenge (noted later) is some kids say the HS feels ‘militarized’. 
o We have questions regarding school safety and the value of SRO’s, etc.   

• A question to consider would be, ‘How do we build relationships with the SROs so 
everyone (especially some in our marginalized communities) feel welcomed?  

• Kids of color having negative experiences at HS. Some of it an SRO issue.   

• SRO data is not there to demonstrate a safer place. We need to acknowledge the 
stress of being a minority. Still some stereotypes that need to be broken.  

• We have 1 for 2500 kids, should have 1 for every 1000.  We need 2.5.   

o Some are fighting to get the 1 SRO out. Safety needs top priority.   
• Not enough effective discipline. Lightly reprimanded. Some girls don’t feel safe. 
• Need consistency of procedures -- centralized.  Site based as needed. 

• We overlook legitimate privilege, often white/wealthy. Who is being suspended?   
• Restorative practices vs. mandatory/zero tolerance. Let’s really discuss this.   
• Tough discipline can cause harm to person vs. trying to make amends.   

• Need more conversation with guidance counselors. Their case loads are high.   
• Different kids from families have difference experiences with police. Some see it 

as a hostile presence. Others, a helping presence that enhance school security.  
• Facilities and space considerations – we have some dangerous spots.   

o Unsafe working locations –not enough space in some places.  

o Open classrooms in HS a concern.  
• Restorative practices – keep it up.  Use them more fully, and understand how 

student discipline truly impacts marginalized students.  This requires an 

expansive view of diversity and leaders who understand this.  

CHALLENGE:  ADVANCING (AND ADAPTING) THE VISION FOR THE DISTRICT  

• We need to keep clearly articulating the mission, vision, and goals that indicates 
we are all on the same team here, while being respectful of ideological 

differences. We are an ‘international community’ not just BIPOC.   
• We need to make a strong assertion on why our priorities matter – around DEI, 

academics, etc., and the strategic implementation of measures that respect 

diverse opinions in the community.   
• Vision must include skilled trades and technical professions as well.  
• There is an underlying concern of a ‘gap’ between the current overall 

performance of SCASD and where it needs to be in order to be among the elite 
school districts in Pennsylvania.  

CHALLENGE:  EMBRACE SCIENCE/DATA WITH COMPASSION AND UNDERSTANDING 

• Are we truly embracing the science, data and evidence-based decision making?    
• Empathy/perspective to navigate these conflicting ideas. Courage/compassion    
• What will help all students.  

• We need more than STEM.  Yes, it is critical.   
o But we also need a full-throated commitment to things like foreign 

languages, global citizenship, and a fostered culture of innovation based 

on ethical behavior and the common interests of humanity.   
• Have SCASD be an example for other districts around the state and beyond to 

study as the example of excellence. We are paying cautious attention, but not 

moving forward well enough.  
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CHALLENGE: THE COMPETITIVE CULTURE AND MENTAL HEALTH  

• Very competitive academically, some kids have mental health/depressive 
thoughts. Acutely pressured. Also creates support staff/teacher stress.  

• Must recognize the limits of students and adults. Pressure and burnout. 

• Soft skills, caring, etc. ARE crucial!   
• Seems to be no room for the casual intramural athlete here.   
• More attention to mental health by the district 

• Been some movement – but need more.  
• Anxiety.  We need time at school to meet on mental health issues. Leadership 

needs to make these conversations happen. Really deal with mental health.     

CHALLENGE:  RESPECT AND WORKING CONDITIONS     

• Inequitable pay raises. Some administrators are getting up to 14% pay raises.    
• Teachers see nothing that even closely resembles this.   
• People need to feel accepted, valued, or it hurts the kids.   

• From administration to board, there is a culture in which administrators are not 
given appropriate autonomy to make decisions at the building level.   

• We too frequently wait for direction from Central Office before moving forward. 

CHALLENGE:  SPECIAL EDUCATION 

• Special ed teachers and paras truly want to be heard. There is frustration here. 
• We need to look beyond the shining stars in the district (kids).   

• Not getting IEP goals done because we don’t have enough staff.   
• We need administrators to engage more with special ed. staff, programs.   
• Most caseloads are huge, but we rearrange the deck chairs on the ‘Titanic’.   

• Child that doesn’t distract, but still struggles. What are we doing for him/her?   
• All these life skills … Some secretaries make more than us – we educate kids.  
• Spec. Ed hiring freezes on paras. We are down approx. 20 paras at HS.   

• If put staff first, that puts kids first. Too often, parents speak up, we are ‘wrong’.   
• Parents w/special needs feel they must take control.  Yes, school can do great 

job sometimes. Therapists (occupational and speech) are phenomenal — not all 

SCASD employees are as service oriented.  
• Paras are the real connectors with the kids.  Really look at support for paras.  
• Many special needs kids have complex diagnoses | need to go outside district for 

services sometimes – this can put kids significantly behind.  
• Some programs not evidence based – should be discussed with Spec. Ed. team. 
• Need enough staff and accommodations – and assessment of our services.  

• How we talk about diversity and inclusion and the rights of the disabled.  
• INCLUSIVITY at all school levels. 
• Are kids getting additional support and follow up | parents need to advocate.  

• Creeping ablism — need real advocacy for all | Lots of clumsiness in processes 
and in getting classes for special needs students   Courses not published. 

• Need to turn ‘equity’ into practice in the classroom. We need support for this. 
Example would be reading a book about a transgender child.  

 

CHALLENGE:  FINDING THE TOWN-GOWN BALANCE 

• PSU has a substantial influence on the district. It is also a major resource.  

• It invites a series of questions: Should the town and district personnel be the 
leader in governing the district? Is there a balance, a symbiotic town-PSU 
partnership, that needs more clarification?     
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CHALLENGE:  PRIORITIZING INITIATIVES   

o How to say NO!  We seem to say YES to everything. Can result in mission creep.    
o We have strong and divergent thinking in the community, and certain voices can 

get heard.  You WILL get programmatic/curriculum changes if you PUSH and 

have the right access/connections with the leadership of the district.     
 

CHALLENGE:  GOVERNANCE, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES  

• Help the board understand its role/lane, and their operating guidelines.    
• Recognizes the board is elected by the voters, and superintendent must develop 

a working partnership with them, while’ standing up’ to them when necessary.  

• However, there are some who create a ‘reactive’ culture here by taking their 
concerns through alternative channels and not respecting the chain of command.   

• Too many go straight to the superintendent/board.  We ‘adjust’ to those voices.   

o We should take a renewed look/reassessment at our policies and procedures 
around several of our protocols.  Ex:  hiring, lines of authority, etc.  

o We need more systemized protocols and procedures.   

o Much may be based more on past practices that need updated/reviewed.   
o Bureaucracy/efficiency of processes a problem.  So many layers to approval.   

 

 

 

All countries are seeking to improve their schools, and to respond better to higher social 
and economic expectations. As the most significant and costly resource in schools, 
teachers are central to school improvement efforts. Improving the efficiency and equity 
of schooling depends, in large measure, on ensuring that competent people want to work 
as teachers, that their teaching is of high quality, and that all students have access to 
high quality teaching. The demands on schools and teachers are becoming more 
complex. Society now expects schools to deal effectively with different languages and 
student backgrounds, to be sensitive to culture and gender issues, to promote tolerance 
and social cohesion, to respond effectively to disadvantaged students and students with 
learning or behavioral problems, to use new technologies, and to keep pace with rapidly 
developing fields of knowledge and approaches to student assessment.  Teachers need 
to be capable of preparing students for a society and an economy in which they will be 
expected to be self-directed learners, able and motivated to keep learning over a lifetime. 
– ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT   
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WHAT ARE THE LEADERSHIP QUALITIES NEEDED IN THE NEXT SUPERINTENDENT?  

No leader will achieve ALL of this.  It is the hope that the next superintendent meets many of these 
qualities, while personally and professionally growing into other qualities listed.   

 

LEADERSHIP QUALITY:  CHARACTER AND COURAGE of CONVICTIONS  

• Honesty, integrity, trust, and ethics. One who truly cares about everyone.  

• A demonstrated commitment to DEI. Tenacity to fight really hard battles.   
• Do what is right. All kids are welcomed.  Empathic lifelong learning.  Work to 

understand the beliefs of all, and follow the evidence. How do DEI policies get 

implemented?  Be a learning leader, listener, and the humility to contact experts.  
• Stand buy the decision. Clear rationale behind good decisions.   
• Be thoughtfully bold.  Stand up and speak out for those who are marginalized.   

• Others feel the district needs to be grounded in fundamentals and basics not an 
agenda.  The vision of the district should not be misaligned with significant 
portion of the population/constituency.  

• Leadership – not just doing what popular.  Having an ethical standard.  
Executing that standard even when it’s hard. Need to make sure discourse 
matches action.  Make an affirmative case.  How all can be their best.  

LEADERSHIP QUALITY:  ACCESSIBLE and VISIBLE  

• Need a superintendent who will get to know us and genuinely hear us out. 
• Need to meet change head on.  We got to change what is not working.   
• Need a leader with strong discourse and resiliency skills.   

• Need to engage the community and make everyone feel heard. 
• Open up the student voice on the board.   

LEADERSHIP QUALITY:  ENGAGING DIVERSE OPINIONS and CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

• One who came into a position and improved it.  Shows executive leadership.  

• A leader with the deliberative mindset that can think carefully through issues, 
make course corrections as needed, and be intentional, but keep moving.   

• Be able to articulate the unintended consequences of decisions.   

LEADERSHIP QUALITY:  ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP  

• Note:  We are constantly pulled into meetings.  One who can navigate and work 

well with the union, who at times has considerable influence.  We need true 
collaboration between the union and administrators.   

• One who understands how to balance demands of the job with building 

relationships. This person needs to really develop and support us in how we look 
at data, and recognize it is one slice of information at one snapshot in time that 
can guide and contribute to decisions without it being THE decision.   

• Also, one who recognized the critical importance of social/emotional learning 
(SEL). Listens. Good experience. All feel welcomed and belong.    

• We have a fantastic SD with some ideological diversity. Respect all viewpoints.   
• Has NO in one’s vocabulary. 
• Someone with a thick skin who is not reactive, and understands the ‘chain of 

command’, can push issues back to their appropriate place in the organization, 
knows what is a ‘crisis’ and what can be addressed later, etc.   
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• We have so many people doing so many things, it begs the question sometimes 
of who is doing what?  Who to call to get answers? You will actually get ‘bounced 

around’ internally.  
• Need equity between schools, as not all schools do/have same things.    
• Inequity between buildings.  Tech, staffing ratio of support to students.  Class 

sizes, etc.  1 building, 1 counselor to 300 kids; Another 1 counselor to 500 kids 
• In Elem, admin to students as well. There is inequity here. 

 

 LEADERSHIP QUALITY:  VISION BUILDING AND SERVANT LEADERSHIP    

• One who can continue to develop and articulate a vision for the district. 

• Someone who will do the hard work with the entire district around these issues.   
• Even keeled, level headed, thoughtful – but not a push over.   
• Responsive and willing to serve others, and can create that culture in the district.  

• Humble, strategic thinker who supports the staff. Not about ‘me’ about ‘we’. 
• A GREAT listener who respects all viewpoints and peacefully move us forward. 
• Kind and trustworthy, ability to delegate and trust. A clear communicator.  

• The ability to develop others on the administrative team -- has that mindset.  
• One who respects the data, while also leading through relationship building. 
o Superintendent who prioritizes academics, and aligns DEIB/SEL appropriately   

o Has a balanced ability to handle the myriad of issues thoughtfully.       
o “We’d like a leader that empowers building level leaders to make decisions and 

collaborates well with all staff – and appreciates everyone’s work-life balance.”    

OTHER LEADERSHIP QUALITIES  

o Open minded and humble | Need an authentic and transparent communicator. 
o One who values professional development | Truly values people. Wants to be in 

the schools | Getting to know and engaging the staff, instructional coaches, etc.   

o Works well with teachers | A great listener | One who defends the integrity of 
the CBA and knows the school code (what can/can’t do) | Personable and talks 
with everyone | Appreciates dissenting views | Not listening exclusively to one 

group or another | Believes in and defends DEIB – all are seen, heard and 
belong! | Worked in a district with a union | Values relationships between 

colleagues | Thick skin | Give space for different points of view | Willing to 
embrace transparency | Not a career climber, can walk in the shoes of staff and 
understand the needs of students | Values mental health | They see themselves 

here | Top 5 in state of PA. Focused on wellness, ecological sustainability  
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THE DISTRICT TO BE DESCRIBED FIVE YEARS FROM NOW?  

Describe in one statement what they’d like to hear about SCASD five years from now.  

 
“WE ARE THE GO TO DISTRICT!  Academic rigor. Very high stands. IB program, think globally. We are 
on par with strong liberal arts college. Top five by every metric!  – STAKEHOLDER COMMENT   

 
WE ARE… 

• A district that is ‘non-elitist’ in that we are truly engaged with various 

educational groups regionally and beyond. HUMILITY     
• A deeply unified district – AND a happy place again! Lots of division right now, 

and the stress is high. One who respects more traditional approaches to 

academics/learning that have served children quite well for hundreds of years.  
• A district that plans well, collaborates with everyone, understands true 

leadership, strategy, and adaptability to change -- in service to all students.     

• A district that can ‘scale up’ the best practices in the DELTA program, and have 
those standards practiced district wide.  What do magnet schools do?   

• A district that emphasizes teacher leadership as a pipeline to administration.   

• A district where there is a cohesive team of administration, faculty, and staff.  
• A district where people WANT to be, and esprit de corps/morale is very high!   
• A district that knows what it really believes in, and employs practices consistent 

with those beliefs and core values.   
• A district that continues to offer MANY opportunities for all students!  
• A district that understands future financial challenges facing public education.  

• A district that ensures our CTC continues to flourish.    
• A district that is transformed, not having just one perspective on history, for 

example. Willing to explore the myriad of approaches to academic issues.    

• A district that responds to the challenge of creating a sustainability program 
that understands our environmental ‘footprint’.   

• A district that relates well to one another in civil, deeply respectful ways.      

• A district where all kids are valued and ALL voices are heard. We want people of 
diversity to stay here. People of color, LGBTQ, the disabled.   

• A district that is proactive in policies, curriculum decisions aligned with current 

research.  Known as having great policies on DEI as well as implementation.      
• A district that responds to conflict and problems with bravery, while lowering 

the temperature.  

• A district where every child is supported to be the best they can be.   
• A district that has a BOLD VISION: Prepares kids for their chosen futures!     
• A district that embraces appropriate screening for issues kids have so parents 

don’t move to advocate for the kids so much – and kids don’t fall through cracks.    
• A district that educates the WHOLE CHILD and serves the whole community.  
• A district that educates for citizenship and inspires participation in democracy.   

• A district that embraces physically, emotional and intellectual safety.  
• A district where there is serious movement toward intellectually safe 

conversations for staff, and students have agency.   
• A district that leads change well – ideas taken from dialogue to implementation. 

A district with a sense of urgency – an organization that is not afraid of conflict.   

• A district where students see teachers that look like them. Everyone belongs.  
• “I was there when there was that change. It’s exciting -- things are changing in 

my community, and the district chose to truly implement DEIB.”    
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT   

 

In elementary school, the kid develops a commitment to the school 
community.  In high school, the kid develops a commitment to the broader 

community…and to the world.  It really could be that powerful!”  
 

◼ COMMUNITY MEMBER 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Submitted by Tom Templeton 
Founder and Creative Director 
TEMPLETON Advantage, LLC  


